
       Trent@UOIT Course Descriptions 
        Please note that not all these courses are offered in every term 

Course  Restrictions  Course Name and Description  

ANCIENT HISTORY AND CLASSICS  

ACHL  0100T  ACHL 0100T – The History of Greece, to the Decline of the 
City-States  
An introduction to the study of ancient history illustrated by 
problems of the period 600 – 323 B.C. (early Sparta, the Athenian 
reformers Solon and Kleisthenes, Greek tyranny, Athenian 
democracy, the Athenian Empire, the world empire of Alexander).  

ACHL  0201T  ACHL 0201T – Rome from the Republic to the Caesars, c.150 
B.C. – A.D. 68  
A study of republican institutions, Roman imperialism, the collapse 
of the republic in the last century B.C., the "monarchy" of Julius 
Caesar, the "restored republic" of Augustus and the reigns of the 
Julio-Claudian emperors (Tiberius, Claudius, Caligula and Nero).  

ACHL 0250T ACHL 0250T –Greek Myths and Mythology 
Myths of the ancient Greeks, specifically those dealing with the 
gods and their relationship with humans; the generations of the 
gods; the primal creation; Titans and Olympians; the nature of 
“myth” itself, why people in all ages tell (and re-tell) stories, and 
how these stories have been read and interpreted. Open to 
students beyond first year. Excludes CLLI 200. 

ACHL 2310T ACHL 2310T –Women in the Greek World, ca. 700-300 B.C. 
Material studied will be drawn from literature, philosophical and 
medical treaties, law codes and the visual arts and will be 
considered within the context of current trends of approach.  (e.g. 
sociological, anthropological, literary) prerequisite:  Not open to 1st 
year students.  Must have 24 credits completed.  Excludes AHCL- 
WMST 231T. 

ACHL 2320T ACHL 2320T –Women in the Roman World, 100 B.C. – A.D. 300 
Topics will include the status of women in Roman Law, the Roman 
family, sexuality and motherhood, feminine religious cults, women 
in Roman literature.  The material will be considered within the 
context of current trends of approach (e.g. sociological, 
anthropological, literary) prerequisite: Not open to 1st year 
students.  Must have 24 credits completed. Excludes AHCL-WMST 
232T. 

ANTHROPOLOGY  

ANTH  0212T  ANTH 0212T – Archaeology  
A study of the methods used by archaeologists to recover and 
analyze their data, and a survey of worldwide technological and 
cultural evolution from the first human ancestors to the earliest 



civilizations. Prerequisite: ANTH 0100T.  

ANTH  0231T  ANTH 0231T – Language, Culture and Society 
An introduction to the study of language in its social and cultural 
context. Students will be introduced to research in the ethnography 
of communication, sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology. The 
course will cover topics relating language to gender, class, politics, 
ethnicity as well as multilingualism, poetics, ritual. Co-requisite: 
MLAL 0101T or ANTH 0200T. Excludes ANTH 0332T.  

ANTH  0240T  ANTH 0240T – Biological Anthropology  
The study of the genetics, evolution, growth and development, and 
biology of the human species. Prerequisite: ANTH 0100T.  

ANTH  0253T  ANTH 0253T – Aboriginal Art in North America  
An introduction to the visual arts and architecture of the Aboriginal 
Peoples of North America. The historical development of these arts 
from antiquity to the present is traced, with an emphasis on 
Canadian First Nations. Prerequisite: ANTH 0100T.  

ANTH  0301T  ANTH 0301T – African Culture and Society  
An introduction to contemporary African culture and society, 
focusing on culture history and indigenous institutions, the impact 
of colonial rule and present-day problems of development. 
Prerequisite: ANTH 0212T.  

ANTH  0310T  ANTH 0310T – Key Ideas in Archaeology and Bioarchaeology 
The lecture component of this course will outline the history of 
archaeological thought. The seminar component will provide a 
“hands-on” exploration of how method and theory are applied 
within archaeological interpretation. Key ideas in bioarchaeology, 
such as evolution, race, ethnicity, and repatriation will also be 
addressed. Prerequisite: ANTH 0212T or permission of the 
instructor.  

ANTH  0312T  ANTH 0312T – Old World Prehistory: Pleistocene and Recent 
Periods 
A general survey of Old World prehistoric cultural adaptations to 
changing environments during the Pleistocene, followed by a more 
intensive study of post-Pleistocene European prehistory, 
concentrating on recent research to the end of the Neolithic. 
Prerequisite: ANTH 0212T or permission of the instructor.  

ANTH  0316T  ANTH 0316T – Peoples of Pacific Oceania 
From tiny coral atolls to lush jungles to vast deserts, this course 
explores the diverse cultures of Polynesia, Micronesia, Melanesia, 
and Australia. Topics covered include the prehistoric settlement 
and geography of the islands, regional social and cultural patterns, 
the ethnography of several specific groups, and contemporary 
problems and triumphs. Prerequisite: ANTH 0100T.  

ANTH  0324T  ANTH 0324T – Nonverbal Communication 



The study of material signs in their social context, including all 
forms of nonverbal human communication. Topics include gesture 
and body adornment; material objects as signs, including houses, 
commodities and other objects of exchange; performances and 
rituals; religious icons; and anything that can be considered to act 
as a sign. Prerequisite: ANTH 0200T and 0231T.  

ANTH  0327T  ANTH 0327T – Anthropology of religion 
An exploration of how anthropologists have approached 
phenomena such as witchcraft, shamanism, ritual and myth as a 
way of understanding the epistemologies and cosmologies of 
people in diverse cultural contexts. 
Prerequisite: ANTH 0200T or permission of the instructor. Excludes 
ANTH 0405T.  

ANTH  0344T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 
& Business 

students 

ANTH 0344T – Human Genetics 
A general survey of the Order Primates, focusing on their history, 
classification, distribution, ecology and behaviour within an 
evolutionary/adaptive context, with emphasis on the comparisons 
of non-human primates with the human species. Prerequisite: 
ANTH 0240T. 

ANTH  0347T  ANTH 0347T – Primate Behaviour 
A general survey of the Order Primates, focusing on their history, 
classification, distribution, ecology and behaviour within an 
evolutionary/adaptive context, with emphasis on the comparisons 
of non-human primates with the human species. Prerequisite: 
ANTH 0240T or permission of the instructor. 

ANTH  0348T  ANTH 0348T – Medical Anthropology 
An intensive and comparative exploration of the anthropology of 
health and illness, including history and theory; research 
methodology; biological, ecological and sociocultural determinants 
of health; and cross-cultural differences in healing systems. 
Prerequisite: ANTH 0240T.  

ANTH  0370T  ANTH 0370T – Psychological Anthropology 
This course examines the interrelationship of individual personality 
and cultural context. The course includes cross-cultural 
comparison of emotions, motivation, cognition, imagination, and 
perception. Personal adjustment, mental illness, states of 
consciousness, and the nature of mind are all explored from the 
holistic perspective of anthropology. Prerequisite: ANTH 0200T or 
permission of the instructor.  

ANTH 0382T ANTH 0382T –Culture and Food 
This course examines classic issues in the anthropology of food. 
We focus on etiquette of food consumption, food and sex, food and 
religion and morality, food exchange and preparation, 
vegetarianism and meat eating, and cannibalism. Prerequisite: 
ANTH 0200T or permission of the instructor. Excludes ANTH 



0494T. 

ANTH  0414T  ANTH 0414T – Historic Archaeology 
A survey of the methods and techniques that historical 
archaeologists use to define, describe, and analyze their data. 
Prerequisite: ANTH 0212T or permission of the instructor.  ANTH 
0310T is recommended. 

ANTH 0450T ANTH 0450T –Anthropology of Race and Racism  
An exploration of the historical development of the race concept in 
science and society; its current status in teaching and research in 
anthropology and other social and biomedical sciences; and its 
representation in contemporary culture and society in Canada and 
elsewhere. Prerequisite: ANTH 0200T or 0240T. 

ANTH 0475T ANTH 0475T –Perspectives on Ethnicity 
Examination of ethnic consciousness and identity formation 
through theoretical and ethnographic case studies in a variety of 
settings. Identity construction in relation to process of development. 
Articulation and comparison of ethnicity with gender, class, kinship, 
nationalism and other markers of social and cultural difference. 
Prerequisite: ANTH 0200T or permission of the instructor. Open 
only to students in the fourth year of an Honours degree. 

ANTH  0482T  ANTH 0482T – Culture and Food 
This course examines classic issues in the anthropology of food. 
We focus on etiquette of food consumption, food and sex, food and 
religion and morality, food exchange and preparation, 
vegetarianism and meat eating, and cannibalism. Prerequisite: 
ANTH 0200T or permission of the instructor. Excludes ANTH 
0494T.  

ANTH  1000T  
 
 

ANTH 1000T – Introductory Anthropology (formerly ANTH 
0100T) 
Understanding and explaining humanity in all its variety. An 
interdisciplinary, comparative study of people and their cultures 
throughout the world (cultural anthropology), of human evolution, 
adaptation and genetics (physical anthropology), the recovery and 
development of prehistoric societies (archaeology) and language 
as an aspect of culture (linguistics).  

ANTH 1002T ANTH 1002T: Applied Anthropology 
This course surveys uses of anthropology to solve problems and 
achieve goals in business, sustainability, technology, development, 
health, education, forensics, politics, and careers. It explores ways 
anthropological research can improve the effectiveness of anything  
people set out to achieve, since humans are always part of the 
process. Offered only at Trent University Durham. 

ANTH 1010T 
Course not 

ANTH 1010T: Biological Anthropology and Archaeology (Sc) 
An introduction to the aspects of biological anthropology and 



available to 
Faculty of  

Engineering 
& Nuclear 
Science 
students 

anthropological archaeology. Topics covered include human 
evolution, the biology of peoples past and present, archaeological 
method, the development of culture, the domestication of plants 
and animals, and the rise of civilization and the state. Excludes 
ANTH 1000T (100), 1001T, 1002T, 101T.  

ANTH  2000T  ANTH 2000T – Sociocultural Anthropology  
An introduction to the history, theory and ethnographic methods of 
cultural anthropology and their role in understanding religion, 
exchange systems, political and social organization, kinship, 
gender and issues of social and cultural change. Prerequisite: 
ANTH 0100T or SOCI 0100T or SOCI 1000U.  

ANTH  2030T  ANTH 2030T – Technology and Humanity (Formerly ANTH 
0203T) 
An introduction to the origin, development and diversity of 
technologies in human prehistory and ethnology. The course 
includes archaeological, biological, sociocultural and linguistic 
anthropological perspectives on the role of technologies in human 
evolution and culture change.  

ANTH  2040T  ANTH 2040T – Law and Order in Ancient and Contemporary 
Cultures (Formerly ANTH 0204T) 
An examination of social control and organization in past and 
present societies around the world. The findings of archaeological, 
biological, sociocultural and linguistic anthropology are combined 
to understand the range of political and justice systems as ways of 
defining and solving human problems.  

ANTH 3280T ANTH 3280T – Biocultural explorations in anthropology of 
health (Sc)  
Explorations of the anthropological approach to health and illness, 
focusing on history and theory, research methods, determinants of 
health, and comparative healing systems. Prerequisite: 2 years of 
university studies (54 credit hours) or permission of the instructor.  

ANTH 4280T ANTH 4280T – Issues in anthropology of health (Sc)  
A seminar-based course focusing on critical issues surrounding 
anthropology of health. Topics include anthropology of the body, 
critical versus clinical paradigms, mind-body interactions, 
therapeutic encounters across cultures, and applying medical 
anthropology to Canadian and International healthcare. 
Prerequisite: 2 years of university studies (54 credit hours) or 
permission of the instructor.  

ARABIC  

ARAB 1000T ARAB 1000T – Introduction to Arabic 
This course is an introduction to Arabic.  You will begin to learn 
how to speak, listen, read, and write Arabic in it's Modern Standard 
form (a.k.a. MSA).  The course is designed for students with no 



knowledge of Modern Standard Arabic.  You will start with the 
alphabet, so get your speech organs ready to pronounce sounds 
you never thought they existed in your system!  You will then move 
gradually to learn various language skills of speaking, reading, 
listening, and writing.  You will also learn about the customs and 
culture of the Arab world.  Therefore, a variety of audio-visual 
materials will be presented throughout the course. 

BIOLOGY  

BIOL  0216T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

BIOL 0216T – Population Ecology  
This course examines the interactions of organisms and 
populations with each other and their environments. Topics 
include: population dynamics, predator-prey interactions, dispersal, 
physiological ecology and conservation of populations. Both 
theoretical and applied approaches to problem solving in ecology 
will be covered. Prerequisite: BIOL 0102T or BIOL 1010U. 

BIOL  0217T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students  

BIOL 0217T – Community Ecology  
This course examines ecological communities and ecosystems. 
Topics include how communities are classified, factors that shape 
communities, energy and nutrient flow in ecosystems, and how 
ecosystems respond to stress. Different ecological communities 
and ecosystems will be surveyed, with an emphasis on North 
American examples. Prerequisite: BIOL 0102T or BIOL 1010U.  

BIOL 0226T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

BIOL 0226T – Introductory Ecology 
An examination of the interactions between organisms and their 
environment at the individual, population and community level.  
The course will cover basic concepts, theories and methods used 
in ecology and the application of these to ecological and 
environmental problems. Prerequisite: BIOL 0102T. Excludes BIOL 
0216T and BIOL 0217T. 

BIOL  0396T  
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

BIOL 0396T – Herpetology 
This course will provide an introduction to the biology of 
amphibians and reptiles. It will include an overview of past and 
current diversity, the use of amphibians and reptiles as model 
organisms for biological research, the importance of these animals 
in ecological communities, and issues in conservation and 
management. Prerequisite: at least two credits in Biology.  

BIOL 0439T  
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

BIOL 0439T – Conservation Biology 
This course focuses on the causes and consequences of 
reductions to biodiversity and the design of strategies to 
counterbalance these reductions.  The course attempts to provide 
a balanced overview of the discipline outlining both biological and 
human oriented dimensions.  Prerequisite: BIOL 0226T or (BIOL 
0216T and BIOL 0217T). 

BIOL  1020T 
Course not  

BIOL 1020T – Current Issues in Biology I (Formerly BIOL 
0102T) 



available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students 

An examination of the biological principles underlying questions 
concerning biodiversity and evolution. The course will begin with a 
discussion of biodiversity and the implications of its loss. This will 
be followed by consideration of the evolution of life on earth, 
exploring the underlying processes of natural selection and 
ecological interactions.  

BIOL  1030T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students 

BIOL 1030T – Current Issues in Biology II (Formerly BIOL 
0103T) 
An examination of the biological principles underlying questions of 
biomedical interest. The course will consider topics such as 
reproductive technology, physiological adaptation to extreme 
environments, the cellular basis of disease, and genetic 
engineering and biotechnology.  

CANADIAN STUDIES 

CANN 0255T CANN 0255T – History of the Indians of Canada 
A study of Indigenous involvement in the fur trade and imperial 
politics of the eighteenth century, the development of European 
“civilizing” policies and the growth and ideology of the modern 
Indigenous political movement. 

CANN 2225T CANN 2225T – Ontario since 1945 
 From the “common good” to “common sense” Transformations in 
Ontario politics, culture, social and economic life from the Second 
World War to the present. Themes include immigration, human 
rights, Toronto’s growth, the Ontario north, economic restructuring 
from the Autopact to NAFTA, health, education, and social policy, 
and the impact of the common sense revolution. Prerequisite: 3.0 
university credits or permission of instructor 

CANN 2285T CANN 2285T – Canada in the 1960’s: Irony and Identity  
Explores the 1960s, a decade of shifting meanings of “Canadian.” 
The accent is on the ironies of Canadian identity. Topics include 
fiscal policy, youth cultures, the women’s movement, racial identity 
and the Chuvalo-Ali fight, sex scandals and politics, working-class 
revolt, upheavals in Quebec, and the challenge of Aboriginal rights. 
Prerequisite: 3.0 university credits or permission of instructor.  

CHINESE STUDIES  

CHIN 1000T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

CHIN 0100T – Introduction to Mandarin Chinese  
An introduction to the Chinese language for beginners. The course 
will cover the phonology, introductory syntax and characters of 
Mandarin Chinese, and develop cultural awareness. Students will 
receive training in listening and speaking, in recognizing both 
simplified and traditional Chinese characters, and in using Pin Yin 
and Chinese character dictionaries. Students judged by the 
instructor to be fluent in Mandarin Chinese may not receive credit 
for this course. (Offered only in the summer) Excludes CHIN 1001T 
and 1002T.  



CHIN 1001T 
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students 

CHIN 1001T – Introduction to Mandarin Chinese I 
An introduction to the Chinese language for beginners. The course 
will cover the phonology, introductory syntax and characters of 
Mandarin Chinese, and develop cultural awareness. All the 
activities with the aid of multimedia are designed to  enhance 
listening, speaking, reading and writing. Students will gain 
knowledge and be able to recognize both simplified and traditional 
Chinese characters through various software programs. Students 
judged by the instructor to be fluent in Mandarin Chinese may not 
receive credit for this course. (Offered only in Oshawa) Excludes 
CHIN 100.   

CHIN 1002T 
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students 

CHIN 1002T – Introduction to Mandarin Chinese II 
This course is a continuation of CHIN 1001T. Students fluent of the 
language being taught may not receive credit for the course. 
Prerequisite: CHIN 1001T. 
 

CHIN 2001T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

This course further develops an integrated skill of listening, 
speaking, reading and writing in standard Mandarin Chinese 
through multimedia technology. Emphasis will be on fluency 
through accuracy on the level of paragraph-based proficiency 
based on the ACTFL scale. Students will gain knowledge of 
cultural aspect of everyday life in Mandarin-speaking communities. 
Prerequisite: CHIN 1002H or permission of the instructor.  

CULTURAL STUDIES  

CLST 0229T CLST0229T – Science Fiction 
Introduction to the history, theory and representative works and 
authors of science fiction, from Shelley and Wells to Dick, Le Guin, 
and Gibson. Will examine stories of alternate worlds, 
technoculture, and space adventure, including cyborgs, alien 
encounters, non-contemporary earth life and human destiny. 
Prerequisite: 4 university credits. 

CLST  0235T  CLST 0235T – Mass Media and Society 
Introduction to the history, sociology and critical interpretation of 
contemporary mass-communicated culture, both as an overall 
formation and with reference to such specific elements as the 
newspaper press, advertising, network TV and recorded popular 
music. Excludes CLST 0240T.  

CLST 0265T 
 

CLST 0265T – Sex/Sexuality/Sexual Difference 
An interdisciplinary introduction to feminism and queer theory 
which explores the problematic of sexual identity.  Through 
considerations of theoretical and artistic texts we will explore what 
we mean when we refer to someone’s sex, gender, or sexuality, as 
well as the social, political, and ethical implications of these terms.  
Open to students beyond first year. 

CLST  0270T  CLST 0270T – History and Theory of Theatre 



An introduction to theatre as both a performing art and a means of 
cultural expression. Examines Western theatrical practice and 
dramatic theory from Classical Greek tragedy to late nineteenth 
century realism. Topics include acting styles, theatre design, the 
audience and the institution of theatre in relation to religion, 
morality and politics.  

CLST  0345T  CLST 0345T – World Music  
Through a focus on African and Afro-diasporic musics (from West 
African drumming to blues, and calypso) we will consider the 
problematics of “world music” a category that raises issues of 
globalization and hybridity. We will examine selected musical 
traditions, mapping the complex, interactive networks of musical 
performance, pleasure, and politics. Prerequisite: CLST 0245T or 
permission of the instructor. Field trip fee: $45.  

CLST 0370T CLST 0370 –Theatre in the Twentieth Century 
Investigates the changing roles of 20th-century playwrights, 
performers and audiences, including attention to the social, political 
and aesthetic implications of modernity and postmodernity. 
Examines the theories and practices of, among others, 
Stanislavski, Brecht, Artaud, Pirandello, Beckett, Churchill and 
Wertenbaker.  Open to students beyond first year. 

CLST  1000T CLST 1000T – Introduction to the Study of Modern Culture 
(Formerly CLST 0100T)  
Introduction to the interpretation and foundations of modern 
culture. Looks at the problem of how to make sense of art works 
and other forms of cultural expression, both as texts and as 
practices in a context. What distinguishes twentieth-century culture 
from, and what connects it to, the tradition of modern culture as a 
whole? Field trip and reading package fee: $50.  

CLST  1510T CLST 1510T – Introduction to the Integrated Arts 
Introduces students to the historical, theoretical, and 
comparative study of the integrated arts—visual art, film, 
theatre, and music. Combines lectures, workshops, and events 
that include film screenings, performances, and field trips. The 
course has a special focus each year. For details, see 
trentu.ca/culturalstudies/courses.php. Excludes CLST 1000T 
(100T). 

COMPUTER SCIENCE/STUDIES  

CSCI  0362T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students 

CSCI 0362T – Object-oriented Analysis and Design  
Systems analysis and systems modeling using the Unified 
Modeling Language (UML). Requirements specifications, 
conceptual analysis, modeling the world in structures, methods, 
data, dynamic processes and state spaces.  Alternatives for 
implementing object-oriented designs on different software 



platforms. Prerequisite: CSCI 0104T or CSCI 0262T. 

CSCI 0375T 
Course not 
available to 

Engineering, 
Business & 

Science 
students 

CSCI 0375T – Online Business Principles 
Leveraging the power of the Internet to do business. Topics 
covered in this course will include how to expand traditional 
business practices online, in the areas of: starting a division or 
company, marketing, protecting brand and intellectual property, 
usability, customer relationship, employee and supplier 
management, payment.  Prerequisite: one of CSCI 0280T, CSCI 
0345T, CSCI 0261T, ADMN 0310T or permission of the instructor. 

CSCI  0397T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students 

CSCI 0397T – Special Topic: Online Business Principles 
Leveraging the power of the Internet to do business. Topics 
covered in this course will include how to expand traditional 
business practices online, in the areas of: starting a division or 
company, marketing, protecting brand and intellectual property, 
usability, customer relationship, employee and supplier 
management, payment. Prerequisite: one of CSCI 0280T, 0345T, 
0261T, ADMN 0310T or permission of the instructor. 

CSCI  0401T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students 

CSCI 0401T – Software Engineering: Theory 
This course covers the theory necessary for the project component 
in CSCI 0402T, examining software engineering methodologies for 
the development of large software projects. Topics include: 
requirements analysis and feasibility studies; requirements 
specification; software design; implementation and installation; 
testing; system maintenance; impact assessment; quality 
assurance; project management; user training. Prerequisite: CSCI 
0202T.  

CSCI  0402T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students 

CSCI 0402T – Software Engineering: Project 
This course continues on from CSCI 0401T with the 
implementation of the group software engineering project. 
Prerequisite: CSCI 0202T.  

CSCI  1520T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students 

CSCI 1520T – Programming for Information Systems 
Programming for information systems requires a solid foundation in 
the basic programming constructs and how programs interact with 
databases, networks and human users.  Core topics include 
sequencing, selection, iteration, simple data types, expressions 
and arrays, as well as graphical user interfaces, database 
connectivity, programming for the web and file management. 
Prerequisite: CSCI 1010T.  Excludes CSCI 0152T. 

CSCI  1620T  
Course not 
available to 

Engineering, 
Business & 

CSCI 1620T – Introduction to Information Systems 
Wherever and whenever information is required, an information 
system is also required.  Core topics include the use of information, 
systems for strategic advantage, their basic underlying 
technologies, the types of information systems, and how they are 



Science 
students 

constructed, managed and replaced.  Prerequisite: CSCI 1010T.  
Excludes CSCI 0261T. 

CSCI  2750T  
Course not 
available to 

Engineering, 
Business, 
Science, & 
Criminology 

students 

CSCI 2750T – Computer Crime and Forensics 
Computer crime is a fast-growing area of illegal activity in the 
world.  User beware!  Core topics include the various types of 
computer crime including internet scams, phishing, pharming, 
identity theft, sexual predators, as well as the forensic techniques 
used to follow up on e-evidence and to prevent victimization.  
Recommended: CSCI 1010T.  Excludes CSCI 0275T. 

CSCI 2830T 
Course not 
available to 

Science 
students 

CSCI2830T – Multimedia & Design 
Computers today have been transformed into multimedia 
machines; consider iPods and digital cameras. Hence, good design 
is more important than ever. Adopting the perspective of the 
comprehensive designer à la Buckminster Fuller, a critical 
examination of the design of everyday objects helps us to detect 
flaws in software design itself. Recommended: COIS 1010H 
(COSC 101H). Excludes COST 283H. 

ECONOMICS  

ECON  0311T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

ECON 0311T – International Trade 
Theories of world trade and the analysis of trade policy and trade 
relationships in the world economy. The theory and practice of 
protectionism and preferential trade arrangements. The political 
economy of trade policy. The role and performance of international 
organizations. Environmental aspects of trade. International labour 
standards and trade. Prerequisite: (ECON 0101T or ECON 2010U) 
and (ECON 0102T or ECON 2020U).  

ECON  0333T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

ECON 0333T – The Economics of Global Interdependence 
The world economy and the place of less developed nations in an 
increasingly interdependent global system. Topics include: a 
market-friendly strategy for the poor; globalization and its impacts; 
the growing literature on foreign aid and debt; the oil crisis; water 
scarcity and the potential for international water conflicts. 
Prerequisite: (ECON 0101T or ECON 2010U) and (ECON 0102T 
or ECON 2020U).  

ECON  0340T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

ECON 0340T – Managerial Economics 
A study of the various ways in which microeconomic principles and 
quantitative tools can be used to aid managers in making sound 
decisions. Topics include forecasting consumer demand, 
production and cost analysis, optimal pricing and production 
decisions, optimal hiring and investment decisions, and capital 
budgeting. Prerequisite: (ECON 0101T or ECON 2010U) and 
(ECON 0102T or ECON 2020U).  

ECON  0351T  
Course not 

ECON 0351T – Labour Economics 
The economic theory of labour markets used to understand their 



available to 
Engineering 

students  

outcomes and evaluate policies. Topics include wage 
determination, minimum wages, human capital theory, returns to 
schooling, optimal compensation and unemployment. Prerequisite: 
(ECON 0101T or ECON 2010U) and (ECON 0102T or ECON 
2020U).  

ECON  1010T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Business 

students 

ECON 0101T – Introductory Microeconomics  
An introductory treatment of markets, prices and outputs based on 
the behaviour of consumers, business firms and the structure and 
organization of industries. Selected economic and social policies 
including taxation, international markets and trade policy are also 
examined.  

ECON  1020T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Business 

students  

ECON 0102T – Introductory Macroeconomics  
An introductory study of the total economy in terms of GDP, 
employment, unemployment, prices, and inflation using simple 
economic models. The Canadian banking system, monetary policy, 
the government sector, government budgets and fiscal policy are 
examined. Selected aspects of international trade, the balance of 
payments, and exchange rates are included.  Excludes ECON 
2020U. 

ENGLISH LITERATURE  

ENGL 1001T 
 

ENGL 1001T – Truth, lies and storytelling 
When we tell stories, whether in song, poetry, drama, film or prose, 
are we telling lies? How do literary fictions in any genre engage, 
reflect, distort, or heighten the truth? Can words get in the way of 
the truth? These questions will provide entrances into the texts in 
this course. Excludes ENGL 1000T (0100T).  

ENGL  1003T  
 

ENGL 1003T – Revolution! (formerly Introduction to English 
Literature I 
Revolution is variously defined as a) “a drastic and far-reaching 
change in ways of thinking and behaving,” b) the overthrow of a 
government by those who are governed, and c) rotation: a single 
complete turn. This course looks at house authors create and 
respond to the revolutions that urn our world upside down and 
then, sometimes, back around again. Excludes ENGL 1000T (100)  

ENGL  1005T 
  

ENGL 1005T – Love and hate (formerly Introduction to English 
Literature II) 
The subject of a million popular songs and poems, all great films 
and all of Shakespeare’s tragedies, love and hate still defeat us. 
This course looks at how love and hate are represented in poetry, 
popular song, drama and fiction and asks, if “love alters not,” why 
is it that “love will tear us apart?” Excludes ENGL 1000T (100)  

ENGL  2000T  
 

ENGL 2000T – Foundations in Practical Criticism and Theory  
An introduction to practical criticism and to the theoretical 
assumptions underlying a wide range approaches to literature. The 



course explores British, American, Canadian and postcolonial 
works, and draws on parallels between literary and non-literary 
language and between literature and the other arts. Emphasis will 
be placed on learning through writing.  Excludes ENGL 0205T.  

ENGL  2100T  
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 2100T – Foundations in Medieval and Renaissance 
literature 
This course provides an opportunity to become acquainted with 
English literature from the medieval period to the Renaissance. 
Special attention will be given to such themes as the romantic and 
heroic impulses, sacred and profane love, art and nature, nostalgia 
for the old and enthusiasm for the new. Prerequisite: (C grade in 
ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in 
WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T). 

ENGL  2200T  
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 2200T – Foundations in Restoration to Romantic 
Literature 
This course explores the genres, aesthetics, philosophies, and 
politics of the Restoration to Romantics periods. Writers to be 
studied include: Milton, Congreve, Dryden, Behn, Defoe, Addison, 
Steele, Pope, Dryden, Swift, Gay, Johnson, Fielding, Sterne, 
Franklin, Burns, Burke, Rousseau, Blake, Wollstonecraft, 
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Austen, P.B. Shelley, Mary Shelley, Byron, 
and Keats. Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T 
or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T). 

ENGL  2300T  
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 2300T – Foundations in American Literature 
An introduction to the dynamic trajectory of American literature in 
the nineteenth century and modernist period. The course explores 
the literature's ambivalent responses to a British tradition, its 
relationship to Indigenous and African-American oral forms, and 
popular cultural forms, and its engagement with distinctively 
American ideals and political climates. Prerequisite: (C grade in 
ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in 
WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T). 

ENGL 2400T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 2400T –Foundations in World Literature: British to 
Postcolonial 
This course follows the development of English literature through 
the 19th and 20th centuries, when through the expansion of the 
British Empire, English became the first “world language” and 
literature in English became a “world literature,” including Scottish, 
Irish, Nigerian, Jamaican Indian, Australian and a host of other 
vibrant literatures. Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 
1005T or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 
1001T). 

ENGL 2500T 
Course not  
available to 

ENGL 2500T – Foundations in Canadian Literature 
This course approaches English Canadian literature (poetry, prose 
and drama) from the 19th to the 21st century.  It examines the 



Engineering 
students 

literature in its historical, cultural and political contexts, taking into 
account issues such as gender, race, class and the environment.  
Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 
0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T). 

ENGL 2705T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGLY 2705T - Literature and the Environment  
 An examination of selected works through a focus on the natural 
environment including non-human forms of life. The course studies 
examples of nature and environmental writing, but also brings 
ecocritical perspectives to a wide range of texts through 
discussions of the wilderness, gardens, waste, nature and culture, 
and other topics. Prerequisite: 60% or high in ENGL 1000Y (100) 
or cumulatively in 1003H and 1005H. Excludes ENGL 3705H. 

ENGL 2807T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 
 

ENGL 2807T– Modern fiction 
This course examines the development of modern fiction from the 
flourishing of experimental Modernism in the 1920s to 
contemporary voices and trends. The texts will be interpreted from 
a social and historical perspective and a formal or aesthetic 
perspective. Prerequisite: 60% or higher in ENGL 1000T (100) or 
cumulatively in 1003T and 1005T. Excludes ENGL 0345T, ENGL 
3806T/3807T.  Students may take only one of ENGL 2806T or 
2807T for credit. 

ENGL 2810T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 2810T – Children’s literature 
This course studies children’s literature (British, American and 
Canadian) from the 18th century to the present, addressing such 
topics as the transition from oral to literate culture, folk and fairy 
tales, the 18th-century popular press, the late 19th-century cult of 
the child, illustration, the “Golden Age” and cultural contexts. 
Prerequisites: 60% or higher in ENGL 1000T (100) or cumulatively 
in 1003T and 1005T. Excludes ENGL 385T, 3810T.  

ENGL 3123T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3123T – Studies in Medieval Drama 
A close examination of the origins of English drama from the liturgy 
of the early Christian church to the secular comedy of the early 
sixteenth century.  Liturgical Latin plays will be read in translation; 
the medieval Cycle and morality plays will be in Middle English.  
Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 
0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T).  Excludes 
ENGL 0333T. 

ENGL  3125T  
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3125T – Studies in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales This 
course explores Chaucer's most famous work, The Canterbury 
Tales. Here Chaucer's world of competing voices is fully realized – 
violent and humorous, idealistic and corrupt, intensely religious and 
yet plagued by doubt. The fictional frame for this surprisingly 
modern approach to storytelling is an old and time-honoured 
activity: the pilgrimage. Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or 
ENGL 1005T or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or 



ENGL 1001T).  Excludes ENGL 0331T.  

ENGL  3150T  
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3150T – Studies in Shakespeare  
An examination of Shakespeare's dramatic career through the 
study of representative works spanning the period from the early 
comedies to the last plays. Prerequisite: C- (60%) or higher in 
ENGL 1000 (100) or ENGL 1005H Excludes ENGL 220. 
Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 
0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T).  Excludes 
ENGL 0220T.  

ENGL 3155T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3155T – Studies in the Renaissance Lyric 
Lyric poetry, along with music and drama, was once of the greatest 
artistic expressions of the English Renaissance.  This course will 
focus on the conflicting tendencies towards musical beauty and 
psychological drama in such poets as Wyatt, Surrey, Sidney, 
Spenser, Shakespeare, Jonson, Donne, Herbert, the later 
Metaphysicals and the Cavaliers.  Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 
1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 
1001T or ENGL 1001T).  Excludes ENGL 0251T, 0253T, 0254T.  

ENGL 3203T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3203T – Studies in Restoration and 18th Century Drama 
This course examines the rich dramatic tradition which arose in 
London following the reopening of the theatres in 1660. Emphasis 
will be placed on comedy and satire, but other genres may be 
examined as well.  Authors to be studied include Wycherley, 
Congreve, Dryden, Behn, Goldsmith and Sheridan.  Prerequisite: 
(C grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ 
grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T).  Excludes ENGL 0251T. 

ENGL 3207T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3207T – Studies in the Age of Sensibility 
Studies in the literature of “sensibility” which dominates the latter 
half of the 18th century, focusing on debates about character and 
national character and about moral and aesthetic taste, as 
expressed in a wide range of literary genres.  Writers may include 
Johnson, Boswell, Rousseau, Goldsmith, Sterne, Sheridan, Burney 
and Edmund Burke.  Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or 
ENGL 1005T or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or 
ENGL 1001T).  Excludes ENGL 0302T. 

ENGL 3251T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3251T – Studies in the Early Romantics 
A study of the “Romantic revolution” in politics, mores, philosophy, 
religion and aesthetics as represented in the writings of Blake, 
Wordsworth, Coleridge and others (such as Rousseau, Burke, 
Wollstonecraft) in the early Romantic period. Prerequisite: (C grade 
in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in 
WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T).  Excludes ENGL 0212T and ENGL 
3250T. 

ENGL 3303T 
Course not  

ENGL 3303T –Studies in American Literature: Identities 
An examination and questioning of the place of cultural identity in 



available to 
Engineering 

students 

American literature through the exploration of characteristics, 
motifs, genres, and themes in the writings of the particular cultural 
groups. Topics may include African-American Literature, Asian-
American Literature, Hispanic-American Literature, the Southern 
American Renaissance, among others. Prerequisite: (C grade in 
ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in 
WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T). 

ENGL 3400T/ 
3401T 

Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3400T/3401T –Studies in Victorian Literature and 
Society 
Studies in the creation of modern society as seen by Victorians in 
their poetry, prose, and fiction.  Writers to be studied include Mill, 
Carlyle, Marx, William Morris, Tennyson, Browning, the Pre-
Raphaelites, Christina Rossetti, Emily Bronte, Mrs. Gaskell, 
Charles Dickens, and Thomas Hardy.  Prerequisite: (C grade in 
ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in 
WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T).  Excludes ENGL 0321T.  Students 
may take only one of ENGL 3400T or 3401T for credit. 

ENGL 3453 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3453T – West Indian literature 
The collision of African and European traditions in the West Indies 
has produced calypso, reggae and dub poetry as well as written 
fiction, poetry and drama. We will discuss writers including Bob 
Marley and Lorna Goodison from Jamaica, V.S. Naipaul, and 
Mighty Sparrow from Trinidad, and Derek Walcott from St. Lucia. 
Prerequisite: 60% or higher in ENGL 1000T (100) or cumulatively 
in 1003T and 1005T. 

ENGL 3481T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3481T –Studies in Indigenous Fiction 
The course considers the expectations and functions of narrative, 
and examines the ways in which the fictions of Indigenous authors 
draw on, extend and defy white European literary traditions, and 
incorporate narrative methods of their own traditions.  Fictions by 
authors in both Canada and the United States will be included.  (C 
grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ 
grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T).  Excludes ENGL 0360T. 

ENGL 3483T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3483T –Studies in Indigenous Poetry 
The course considers the range of contemporary poetry by 
Indigenous authors from Canada and the United States, and the 
poems' relations to traditional language forms and to literary 
traditions and genres. It begins with a brief study of "orature" and 
songs, and includes a discussion of one 19th century exemplar. 
Prerequisite: C- (60%) or higher in ENGL 1000 (100). Excludes 
ENGL * INDG * CAST 361H. 

ENGL 3501T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

ENGL 3501T –Studies in Canadian Literature: Landscapes 
This course examines Canadian Literature in relation to the space 
where it is written. Topics will include the local (regionalism, urban 
and rural spaces), national, and global (cosmopolitanism and 



students postnationalism). We will read works from the nineteenth century to 
the present. Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T 
or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T). 

ENGL  3505T  
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3505T – Studies in Canadian Literature: Communities 
This course examines imagined communities in Canadian 
literature, in comparison to communities as they have developed in 
Canada’s history and as they may have existed or been imagined 
in the author’s place of origin. It will draw on a selection of works 
from the nineteenth century to the present. Prerequisite: (C grade 
in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in 
WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T). 

ENGL 3603T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3603T – Studies in Theories of Feminism, Gender and 
Sexuality 
A thematically based course providing an introduction to the nature 
and methods of feminist critical theory, with a special emphasis on 
the ways in which theories of gender and sexuality affect the 
practice of literary theory and criticism. Prerequisite: (C grade in 
ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in 
WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T).  Excludes ENGL 0306T. 

ENGL 3700T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3700T – Studies in Gender and Literature 
A study of relations between gender and writing, with an emphasis 
on women authors and a female literary tradition. Selected works 
include a range of genres and periods in literature in English. 
Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 
0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T).  Excludes 
ENGL 0310T and WMST 0310T. 

ENGL  3703T  
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3703T – Studies in Literature and Social Justice  
This course studies a range of works from different periods and 
genres that raise moral questions and ethical dilemmas concerning 
issues of social justice involving race, ethnicity, class, gender, age 
and other variables. It considers literature’s power to evoke the 
plight of the socially disadvantaged, and the implications for social 
change. Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or 
ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T).  
Excludes ENGL 0280T. 

ENGL  3705T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3705T – Studies in Literature and the Environment 
An examination of selected works through a focus on the natural 
environment including non-human forms of life. The course studies 
examples of nature and environmental writing, but also brings 
ecocritical perspectives to a wide range of texts through 
discussions of the wilderness, gardens, waste, nature and culture, 
and other topics. Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 
1005T or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 
1001T).  Excludes: ENGL 0280T.  

ENGL  3802T  ENGL 3802T – Studies in Modern Poetry 



Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

An introduction to the works of some of the important poets writing 
in English in the 20th century. Writers to be studied include Yeats, 
Eliot, Pound, Williams, Stevens, Frost, Thomas, Auden and Lowell. 
Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 
0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T).  Excludes 
ENGL 0340T.  

ENGL 3804T/ 
3805T 

Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3804T/3805T –Studies in Modern Drama 
Studies in the works of 20th century English, Irish and American 
playwrights. Writers to be studied include Shaw, Wilde, Osborne, 
Pinter, Stoppard, Beckett, Churchill, Gems, Williams, Miller and 
Albee. Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or 
ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T).  
Excludes ENGL 0350T.  Students may take only one of ENGL 
3804T or 3805T for credit. 

ENGL 3806T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3806T – Studies in Modern Fiction 
This course examines the development of modern fiction from the 
flourishing of experimental Modernism in the 1920s to the 
contemporary voices and trends. The texts will be interpreted from 
a social and historical perspective and a formal or aesthetic 
perspective. Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 
1005T or ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 
1001T).  Excludes ENGL 0345T. 

ENGL 3810T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3810T – Studies in Children’s Literature 
This course studies children’s literature (British, American and 
Canadian) from the 18th century to the present, addressing such 
topics as the transition from oral to literate culture, folk and fairy 
tales, the 18th century popular press, the late 19th century cult of 
the child, illustration, the “Golden Age,” and cultural contexts. 
Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or ENGL 
0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T).  Excludes 
ENGL 0385T. 

ENGL  3850T  
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 3850T – Studies in Creative Writing 
The course provides students with practical knowledge of different 
genres of literature and extends their creative writing skills and 
their ability to respond to literary works. The genres will include four 
of fiction, short fiction, poetry, drama, children’s literature, and 
creative non-fiction. Students seeking admission will submit a 
portfolio of 8 – 10 pages of written work to the department by May 
1 and will be notified if they have been accepted into the course by 
May 31. Prerequisite: (C grade in ENGL 1000T or ENGL 1005T or 
ENGL 0100T) or (C+ grade in WRIT 1001T or ENGL 1001T).  

ENGL 4250T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

ENGL 4250T –Research Seminar in the Romantics 
ENGL 4250T topic for 2008-2009: TBA. Prerequisite:  4 credits in 
English, including ENGL 2000T (0205T); a cumulative average of 
B- (70%) or higher in all course taken.  Excludes ENGL 0435T.  



students Students may take only one of ENGL 4250T or 4251T for credit. 
(Offered only in Oshawa). 

ENGL 4251T 
Course not  
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ENGL 4251T –Research Seminar in the Romantics 
ENGL 4251T topic for 2008-2009: William Blake’s composite art.  
William Blake was a painter and engraver as well as a poet.  This 
course will examine how Blake produced his illuminated texts and 
explore the relationship between text and design.  Attention will 
also be given to the various aesthetic debates (in poetry and the 
visual arts) in which Blake engaged.  Prerequisite: 4 credits in 
English, including ENGL 2000T (0205T); a cumulative average of 
B- (70%) or higher in all courses taken. Excludes ENGL 0435T.  
Students may take only one of ENGL 4250T or 4253T for credit. 

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE SCIENCE/STUDIES  

ENVS  0221T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students  

ENVS 0221T – Methods for Evaluating Environmental Impacts  
An interdisciplinary course which will familiarize students with a 
wide range of laboratory and field methods directly applicable to 
the study of environmental problems. Prerequisite: CHEM 1010U .  

ENVS  0257T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students  

ENVS 0257T – Canadian Renewable Resource Management 
This course considers theories of renewable and non-renewable 
resource management, and examines these practices with respect 
to specific Canadian resources. Prerequisite: ENVS 1000U or 
(ENVS 0101T and ENVS 0102T). Excludes ENVS 0250T.  

ENVS  0308T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students  

ENVS 0308T – Waste Management 
This course examines current and leading edge methods and 
systems for waste management and for diversion of used 
resources from disposal. Related social, economic, health, political 
and ecological matters are considered within a policy and planning 
framework. Prerequisite: ENVS 0250T.  

ENVS 0310T 
Course not 
available to 

Engineering& 
Science 
students 

ENVS 0310T – Public Policy and the Canadian Environment 
A comparative study of Canadian environmental policy and the 
history of the Canadian environmental movement with an emphasis 
on policies relating to environmental health, energy and materials 
use, biodiversity, waste management and land use. Prerequisite: 
one credit in Environmental & Research Studies, Politics or 
Business Administration at the 200-level or higher. 

ENVS 0311T 
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students 

ENVS 0311T – Environmental Impact Assessment: A Case 
Study Approach 
Environmental impact assessment brings together scientific, 
economic, social and political perspectives in an attempt to 
anticipate and manage environmental impacts. This course 
examines different approaches to environmental assessment, 
contrasting federal with provincial and social with biophysical. 



Prerequisite: 10 credits including one credit in Environmental & 
Resource Science/Studies at the 200-level or higher. 

ENVS 0357T 
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students 

ENVS 0357T –Pollution Ecology of Aquatic Ecosystems 
This course will familiarize students with ecological and human 
health effects of selected environmental pollution problems; 
particularly those related to chemical contaminations and physical 
changes to water.  Prerequisite: ENVS 0221T or 0220T or 0226T. 
Excludes ENVS 0355T. 

ENVS  0358T 
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students 

ENVS 0358T – Pollution Ecology in Terrestrial Ecosystems 
This course will familiarize students with ecological and human 
health effects of selected environmental pollution problems; 
particularly those related to chemical contaminants and physical 
changes to terrestrial ecosystems. Prerequisite: One of ENVS 
0221T, ENVS 0220T or ENVS 0216T and One of ENVS 0217T or 
ENVS 0240T. Excludes ENVS 0355T.  

ENVS  0375T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students  

ENVS 0375T – Introduction to Environmental Toxicology 
This course introduces students to the fundamentals of 
environmental toxicology and the chemical, physical and 
toxicological properties of chemicals in aquatic and terrestrial 
environments. Topics include: factors influencing contaminant 
bioaccumulation, metabolism, mechanisms of toxicity and an 
introduction to chemical risk analysis. Prerequisite: BIOL 0102T, 
0103T, ENVS 0208T and ENVS 0221T or 0220T. Recommended: 
BIOL 0206T and 0207T. Excludes ENVS 0370T.  

ENVS 0395T 
Course not 
available to 

Science 
students 

ENVS 0395T –Special Topic: Current Issues in Environmental 
Science and Policy 
This course will examine current environmental issues through 
seminars, group discussions and individual research projects that 
will examine the scientific and policy aspects of an issue, with an 
emphasis on one. The course may be taken as an arts credit by 
successfully undertaking an appropriate environmental 
studies/policy project. The course is only open to majors or joint-
majors with B credits (or better) in two 300- or 400- level 
Environmental & Resource Science/Studies courses or permission 
of the instructor. 

ENVS 0435T 
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students 

ENVS 0435T –Climatic Change 
This course will examine the meteorological principles, 
measurements and models that are the basis of current 
understanding of climatic change. It addresses in particular, the 
biological impacts of climatic changes and the ways in which these 
biological changes might affect human resources and the process 
of climatic change itself. Prerequisite: ENVS 0100T or (ENVS 
0101T and 0102T in Oshawa) or GEOG 0104T or PHYS 0100T or 
(BIOL 0102T and 0103T). 

ENVS  1010T  ENVS 1010T - Introduction to Environmental Science/Studies - 



Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students  

Global Perspectives (Formerly ENVS 0101T) 
An interdisciplinary exploration of how humans use, affect and 
protect our world, emphasizing the scientific, political and economic 
dimensions of global environmental issues. These dimensions are 
examined through a series of case studies including: the ecological 
footprint, ecosystem services, biodiversity, population growth, 
climate change and the environmental implications of globalization. 
Excludes ENVS 0100T, ENVS 1000U and 2010U. (Offered only in 
Oshawa). 

ENVS  1020T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students  

ENVS 1020T - Introduction to Environmental Science/Studies - 
Canadian Perspectives (Formerly ENVS 0102T) 
An interdisciplinary exploration of the scientific, political and 
economic dimensions of Canadian environmental issues. These 
dimensions are examined through a series of case studies 
including: drinking water quality and quantity, air pollution, 
environmental contaminants, climate change and energy policy, 
and Canadian perspectives on international environmental issues. 
Excludes ENVS 0100T, ENVS 1000U and 2010U.  (Offered only in 
Oshawa). 

FRENCH  

FREN  0110T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

FREN 0110T – Introduction to French Studies  
First course required of all French majors. Study of literary genre 
and textual analysis using works from both French and Québec 
literatures. Complete review of French grammar. Prerequisite: 4 
U/M French or FREN 0105T or 2002T or permission of instructor. 

FREN  1001T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

FREN 1001T – Elementary French I  
An intensive course in oral and written French for students with 
limited or no knowledge of French. This course relies on textual as 
well as on audio-visual and electronic support material. Not 
credited toward French major requirements.  
Excludes FREN 1000T (100). Students judged by the instructor to 
be fluent in French may not receive credit for this course.  

FREN  1002T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

FREN 1002T – Elementary French II  
A continuation of FREN 1001T for students with limited or no 
knowledge of French. This course relies on textual as well as on 
audio-visual and electronic support material. Not credited toward 
French major requirements. Prerequisite: FREN 1001T or 
permission of instructor. Students judged by the instructor to be 
fluent in French may not receive credit for this course. Excludes 
FREN 1000T (100). 

FREN 1010T 
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students 

FREN 1010T: French for Beginners 
An introductory course for students with no previous 
exposure to French (who do not have 1 U/M French or 
its equivalent). Elements of pronunciation, vocabulary, 
and basic linguistic structures will be studied through 



dialogues and other exercises. Not credited toward 
French major requirements. May not be taken 
concurrently with or subsequent to any other French 
course. Prepares students for FREN 1001T. Students 
whose level of French is judged by the instructor to be 
too advanced may not receive credit for this course. 

FREN 1101T 
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students 

FREN 1101T: Introduction to French Studies I 
An introduction to textual comprehension, providing a basis for the 
critical appraisal of francophone literary 
discourse. Review of French grammar. Prerequisite: 4U/M French 
or permission of instructor. Excludes FREN 1100T (110). 

FREN 1102T 
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students 

FREN 1102T: Introduction to French Studies II 
Study of literary genres. An examination of selected works and 
excerpts to provide training in textual analysis 
and writing of critical essays on francophone literature. Review of 
French grammar. Prerequisite: FREN 1101T or permission of 
instructor. Excludes FREN 1100T (110). 

FREN  2001T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

FREN 2001T – Intermediate French I 
An intensive course in oral and written French particularly geared 
to students who have taken French 100 or French1001H/1002H at 
Trent, but equally open to students of intermediate level who 
recognize the need for a systematic acquisition/review of grammar 
in order to develop both their oral and written skills. Prerequisite: 
FREN 1002T or FREN 0100T. 

FREN  2002T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

FREN 2002T – Intermediate French II 
A continuation of FREN 2001H, an intensive course in oral and 
written French concentrating on spoken language practice and 
covering advanced grammatical structures. Prerequisite: FREN 
2001T.  

GEOGRAPHY  

GEOG  1030T  GEOG 1030T – Human Geographies in Global Context 
(Formerly GEOG 0103T) This course examines the spatial 
organization of human activity, the significance of places in human 
life and people's relationships with their environments. It includes 
study of people, their origins, culture, technology, economy and 
impact on the environment. Field work.  

GEOG  1050T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students 

GEOG 1050T – Introduction to Earth's Physical Environments 
(Formerly GEOG 0105T) Course facilitates recognition of the 
atmospheric, tectonic and geomorphic forces that shape 
landscape, climate, water and soil resources, and thereby, social 
and economic activity. This course cannot act as a prerequisite for 
science courses in Geography unless otherwise noted. 

GEOG 2460T 
Course not 

The Global Climate System (Sc) 
A study of the physical elements of the global climate system. This 



available to 
Science 
students 

course deals with global and synoptic climatic processes including 
the structure of the atmosphere, radiation, atmospheric dynamics, 
general circulation and the oceans. These concepts are applied to 
an introduction to the problem of climatic change and its prediction. 
Prerequisite: GEOG 1040H (104H) or ERSC 1000Y (100) or ERSC 
1010H (101H) and 1020H (102H). Excludes GEOG 246H.  

GEOG 2960T  Wealth, Power & Space: An Intro to Economic Geography 
An introduction to basic themes in economic geography from a 
political economy perspective. The main areas of discussion are: 
theoretical and historical frameworks of the global economy; 
theories of industrial location and relocation; and contemporary 
geo-economic trends, including transnational labour markets and 
the uneven economic impact of environmental change. 
Prerequisite: GEOG 1030H (103H) and one of GEOG 1040H 
(104H) or 1050H (105H). Excludes GEOG 296H 

GERMAN 

GRMN 1000T GRMN 1000T -Introduction to German 
Designed for students with little or no knowledge of German, this 
course provides an introduction to spoken and written German 
through intensive teacher-student contact and interaction in small 
groups, as well as an introduction to present-day Germany. Not 
open to students with 4U German or equivalent or those judged by 
the instructor to be fluent in German. Excludes GRMN 1001H and 
1002H. 

GRMN  1001T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

GRMN 1001T – Introductory German I 
An intensive introduction to spoken and written German, designed 
for students who have limited or no knowledge of the language. 
The goal of the course is to encourage students towards 
developing control of everyday vocabulary, sentence structure and 
basic phrases in German. Excludes GRMN 0100T.  

GRMN  1002T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

GRMN 1002T – Introductory German II 
An intensive course in spoken and written German, for students 
who have completed GRMN 1001T. This course is designed to 
expand the students= knowledge of German vocabulary and 
grammar. Prerequisite: GRMN 1001T. Excludes GRMN 0100T.  

GRMN  2001T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

GRMN 2001T – Intermediate German I 
An intermediate German language course with comprehensive 
review of material covered in introductory German, intensive 
language practice, and advanced grammatical structures. 
Prerequisite: GRMN 1002T, Grade 12 German, 4U German or 
equivalent. Excludes GRMN 0105T.  

HISTORY  



HIST  0102T  HIST 0102T – Nation and Citizenship: Interpreting Canada  
This course will provide both historical and interdisciplinary 
approaches to modern Canada, interpreting diverse and competing 
ideas of nation and citizenship. Topics include political citizenship, 
regional protest, women's culture, native/white relations, Canadian 
culture, language and identity, immigration and multiculturalism, 
and the emergence and retreat of the welfare state.  

HIST  0208T  HIST 0208T – The Social History of Europe, 1500–1800  
The course traces early modern European history from the 
Renaissance to the French Revolution. With an emphasis on the 
different experiences of Europeans based upon their age, gender, 
class and religion. Prerequisite: 6 credits in History with a C grade.  

HIST  0211T  HIST 0211T – The United States from 1775 – 1880  
The roots of modern America: revolution, nation building, civil war, 
reconstruction. Themes include accommodation with British North 
America and with Native Americans; reform movements related to 
slavery abolition, industrialization, women, religion, nature. 
Prerequisite: 6 credits in History with a C grade.  

HIST 0225T HIST 0225T –The Russian Empire 
The making and unmaking of the Russian Empire from the rise of 
Muscovy to the end of the Romanov dynasty. Prerequisite: 6 
credits in History with a C grade. 

HIST  0254T  HIST 0254T – Canada and the Modern Experience  
The course explores some characteristics of modernity since 1890, 
with Canada as an example. Among the topics examined will be 
photography, travel, crime, new styles of business, government 
and educational organization, and changing attitudes toward sex, 
death and religion. Prerequisite: 6 credits in History with a C grade.  

HIST  0304T  HIST 0304T – Canada and the World Since 1900  
Major themes include the evolution from “colony to nation,” the 
World Wars, Canadian-American relations, Canada's role in the 
Commonwealth, the U.N. and NATO, peacekeeping, links with the 
Third World, the changing ethnic makeup of the country, which has 
resulted in what is perhaps the world's first truly multicultural 
nation. Prerequisite: 6 credits with C grade from HIST 0102T, 
0120T, 1001T, 1002T or 1200T and 18 additional History credits.  

HIST  0320T  HIST 0320T – Modern British History, from the Industrial 
Revolution to the Era of Margaret Thatcher  
Special emphasis on the Victorians, culture, class and gender, and 
the making of modern British society. (offered online only) 
Prerequisite: 6 credits with C grade from HIST 0102T, 0120T, 
1001T, 1002T or 1200T and 18 additional History credits.  

HIST 0325T HIST 0325T –The Soviet Experiment  
A history of the Soviet Union from 1917 to 1991. The courses 
examines this history as a series of social, political, economic, and 



cultural experiments with a focus on the complexities and 
contradictions of these transformations.  Prerequisite: 6 credits with 
C grade from HIST 0102T, 0120T, 1001T, 1002T or 1200T and 18 
additional History credits. 

HIST  0360T  HIST 0360T – The Expansion of Europe from 1450 – 1825 
This course explores the origins of the European overseas 
expansion; the participating European powers; the relationship 
between explorations, trade, colonization; the relative impact of the 
expansion on the societies of the Americas, Africa and Asia; and its 
repercussions in European politics, economy, lifestyle and 
intellectual life. Prerequisite: 6 credits with C grade from HIST 
0102T, 0120T, 1001T, 1002T or 1200T and 18 additional History 
credits.  Excludes: HIST 0200T.  

HIST 0382T HIST 0382T –The Family in England, 1500-1900 
A social history of the changes in family life in England wrought by 
the reformation, renaissance, civil war, enlightenment, and 
industrialization. While focusing upon plebeian families, it considers 
broad legal and social trends that affected all families and all 
members of the English household, including extended family, 
servants, and apprentices.  Prerequisite: 6 credits with C grade 
from HIST 0102T, 0120T, 1001T, 1002T or 1200T and 18 
additional History credits.  Excludes HIST 3953T (2005–2006). 
(Offered only in Oshawa). 

HIST 0385T HIST 0385T – The History of Crime in England 
A social history of crime between 1500 and 1900, from the 
perspective of the prosecutors and the courts as well as that of the 
criminals. Topics include witchcraft, sodomy, murder, theft, rape, 
and prostitution. (Offered only in Oshawa). Prerequisite: 6 credits 
with C grade from HIST 0102T, 0120T, 1001T, 1002T or 1200T 
and 18 additional History credits. 

HIST  1001T  HIST 1001T – Canadian Lives I 
This course takes an innovative approach to the social, political, 
and cultural history of Canada, pre-20th Century. The lives and 
experiences of Canadians – workers, political leaders, the famous, 
the infamous, and sometimes the "ordinary" – are examined and 
interpreted to reveal a snapshot of Canadian society. 

HIST  1002T  HIST 1002T – Canadian Lives II 
This course takes an innovative approach to the social, political, 
and cultural history of Canada. The lives and experiences of 
Canadians – workers, political leaders, the famous, the infamous, 
and sometimes the "ordinary" – are examined and interpreted to 
reveal a snapshot of Canadian society, largely through the 
twentieth century.  

HIST 1020T HIST 1020T – Modern Canada: Nation and citizenship This 
course will explore the diverse and competing ideas of nation and 



citizenship since the colonial period. Topics include political 
citizenship, ideas of nation within Quebec, interpreting Canadian 
culture, language and identity, immigration and multiculturalism, 
Canada within a global economy, youth culture, the welfare state, 
and the national security state. Excludes HIST 102T, 1000T 
(100T), 1001T, 1002T. 

HIST  1200T  HIST 0120T – Western European History from the Middle Ages 
to the Present  
Subjects covered include the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, the 
Enlightenment, the French Revolution, the 19th-century women's 
movement, the industrial revolution, the world wars, Nazism, the 
Russian Revolution, the Holocaust and Europe since 1945.  

HIST 1201T HIST 1201T - Western civilization from the Middle Ages to 1789  
Subjects covered include the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, the 
Protestant reformation, and the Enlightenment, among many other 
subjects. Excludes HIST 1200T, 0120T. 

HIST  1202T HIST 1202T - Western civilization from 1789 to the present  
Subjects covered include the French Revolution, industrial 
revolution, the 19th-century women’s movement, the Russian 
Revolution, the world wars, Nazism, the Holocaust, and the cold 
war, among many other subjects. Excludes HIST 0120T,1200T. 

HIST 1701T HIST 1701T: World History to 1800 
Course will examine themes in world history before 1800, paying 
special attention to Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the Middle 
East. Excludes HIST 0170T, HIST 1700T. 

HIST 1702T HIST 1702T: World History from 1800 to the Present Course will 
examine themes in world history since 1800, paying special 
attention to Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East. 
Explores the creation of a global division between rich and poor 
nations. 
Excludes HIST 0170T, HIST 1700T. 

HIST  2401T  HIST 2401T – The Emergence of Modern Africa before 1880  
A survey of the continent's history from earliest pre-colonial times 
to the eve of European colonial conquest, focusing on diversity and 
change in African societies. Themes include the development of 
pre-colonial technology and trade, state formation and Africa's 
incorporation in the growing world economy. Prerequisite: 6 credits 
in History with a C grade.  

HIST  2402T  HIST 2402T – The Emergence of Modern Africa since 1880  
A survey of the continent's history from the colonial conquest of the 
late nineteenth century to the independent states of the present 
day. Themes include African resistance to colonial rule, social and 
economic change. African nationalism and decolonialization, 
underdevelopment and neo-colonialism after independence, and 
the search for solutions to problems such as poverty and ethnic 



tensions. Prerequisite: 6 credits in History with a C grade.  

HIST 2601T HIST 2601T-- Public Health and Medicine: Doctors, Nurses, 
and Patients in History Between 1800 and 1950 
innumerable medico-scientific ‘discoveries’ altered health and 
medical knowledge in fundamental ways, as scientists and health 
practitioners revealed that invisible microbes, poverty, sanitation, 
nutrition, and the environment caused morbidities and mortality. 
We examine how this knowledge changed the meanings and 
experiences of health, disease, illness, and suffering. Prerequisite: 
completion of 4.0 university credits 

HIST  3951T  HIST 3951T– Oral History: Theory, Methods & Practice A 
Project Based Approach  
This course makes links between the study and research of 
historical events and the lives of individuals. It takes a project-
based approach with emphasis on understanding and applying 
theory with skills of historical research methods and practice, 
particularly in the area of collection, documentation and analysis or 
oral narratives. Prerequisite: 6 credits with C grade from HIST 
0102T, 0120T, 1001T, 1002T or 1200T and 18 additional History 
credits.  

HIST  3954T  HIST 3954T – Cuban-Canadian-U.S. Relations  
This course explores Canadian and American relations with the 
Republic of Cuba from the era of the Spanish-American war to the 
present. Special emphasis will be give to the Castro era, and to the 
divergent North American attitudes and policies towards the Cuban 
revolution. Prerequisite: 6 credits with C grade from HIST 0102T, 
0120T, 1001T, 1002T or 1200T and 18 additional History credits.  

HIST  3966T  HIST 3966T – France and Britain, 1800-2000  
This course traces the major events of French and British history in 
the period 1800-2000.  It also addresses society and culture, 
French and British art, literature, theatre and its censorship, Jewish 
life, women’s lives, queer life, and the life of workers in the two 
countries.  Prerequisite: 6 credits with C grade from HIST 0102T, 
0120T, 1001T, 1002T or 1200T and 18 additional History credits.  

SPANISH 

HSST 0100T 
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students 

HSST 0100T – Introduction to Spanish 
An introduction to the Spanish language, with an emphasis on oral 
Spanish, pronunciation, reading and writing as a preparation for 
HSST 0250T (required course for Spanish majors) and HSST 
2000T.  Students judged by the instructor to be fluent in Spanish 
may not receive credit for this course.  Excludes HSST 1001T and 
1002T. 

HSST  1001T  
Course not 
available to 

HSST 1001T – Introduction to Spanish I 
An introduction to understanding, speaking, reading and writing 
designed for students who have limited or no knowledge of the 



Engineering 
students  

language. The goal of the course is to encourage students to work 
towards developing control of everyday vocabulary and basic forms 
and constructions.  

HSST  1002T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

HSST 1002T – Introduction to Spanish II 
Builds on the knowledge gained in HSST 1001T and continues to 
encourage students to work towards developing control of 
everyday vocabulary and basic forms and constructions. As in 
HSST 1001T, the seminar activities stress a communicative 
approach, which is reinforced through written exercises. 
Prerequisite: HSST 1001T.  Excludes: HSST 0100T. 

HSST  2001T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

HSST 2001T – Intermediate Spanish I 
An intermediate language course with comprehensive review and 
practice in both spoken and written Spanish, designed for students 
with advanced high-school credits or HSST 100 or other previous 
exposure to the language.  Prerequisite: HSST 1002T.  

HSST  2002T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

HSST 2002T – Intermediate Spanish II 
A continuation of HSST 2001H, HSST 2002H is an intermediate 
language course with comprehensive review and practice in both 
spoken and written Spanish. Prerequisite: HSST 2001T.  

INDIGENOUS STUDIES  

INDG 3350T  INDG 3350T – Indigenous and ecologically relevant curriculum 
design I  

Through land-based and experiential educational practices, 
students will develop their knowledge, motivation and skills toward 
facilitating the transmission of an environmental consciousness in 
the field of education.  Additionally, students will identify and create 
through curriculum design, inclusive learning spaces that meet the 
cultural needs of Indigenous students and the cross-cultural 
awareness needs of non-indigenous students. Excludes INDG 435. 
INDG 335 Nicole Bell Instructor.  

INDG 3951T  INDG 3951T – Special Topic: Images in Contemporary Media 
Focusing on the construction and deconstruction of “Nativeness” in 
popular media, film and television, this course encourages critical 
analysis of the images of Indigenous peoples which inundate 
today's visual world. Students will explore the evolution of both 
historical and current trends in the appropriation and exploitation of 
cultural imagery. INDG 0100T or permission of the Instructor.  

ITALIAN  

ITAL 1000T 
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students 

ITAL 0100T – Introduction to Italian 
An introduction to spoken and written Italian for beginners. The 
course will seek to develop all four language skills: speaking, aural 
comprehension, reading and writing, as well as acquainting 
students with some of the culture and history of the Italian 



peninsula since the Middle Ages. Students judged by the instructor 
to be fluent in Italian may not receive credit for this course. (Offered 
only in the summer) 

LATIN STUDIES  

LATN 0100T 
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students 

LATN 0100T – Latin for Beginners 
An introduction to Latin through reading and comprehension. 
Special emphasis will be placed on acquiring a working vocabulary 
and on a grasp of Latin syntax. For students who have little or no 
previous knowledge of the language but who wish to be able to 
understand “the basics.” 

MATHEMATICS  

MATH  0105T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students  

MATH 0105T – Applied Calculus  
An introduction to the methods and applications of calculus. 
Derivatives, exponential and logarithmic functions, optimization 
problems, related rates, integration, partial derivatives, differential 
equations. Selected applications from the natural and social 
sciences.  

MATH  0135T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students  

MATH 0135T – Linear Algebra I: Matrix Algebra  
Vectors, systems of linear equations, matrices, determinants, linear 
transformations, eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Prerequisite: A 
Grade 12U mathematics course with at least a C grade.  

MATH  0155T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students  

MATH 0155T – Introduction to Probability  
Probability, random variables, probability distributions. Co-
requisite: MATH 105H or MATH 110 taken previously or 
concurrently. Prerequisite: MATH 0105T or MATH 1010U.  

MODERN LANGUAGES  

MLAL  1001T  MLAL 1001T - Introduction to Linguistics I 
This course provides an overview of the many approaches that 
have been taken to the study of human language. Topics covered 
in MODL 1001T include the descriptive study of sounds, words, 
and sentences; introduction to morphology, phonology, syntax, and 
semantics.  Excludes 0101T.  (Offered only in Oshawa). 

MLAL  1002T  MLAL 1002T – Introduction to Linguistics II 
A continuation of MODL 1001H, this course covers more advanced 
topics in linguistics, including how languages change over time, the 
role of language in society, the development of writing systems, 
language learning and teaching, and language and the brain. 
Prerequisite: MLAL 1001T.  

PHILOSOPHY  

PHIL  0279T  PHIL 0279T – Philosophy of Art  



The philosophy of art concerns itself with questions surrounding 
the nature of art and the work of art, with the creativity involved in 
the production and in the interpretation of works, with beauty and 
aesthetic experience, and with the place art does or perhaps 
should have in society. Prerequisite: 24 university credits.  

PHIL 0282T PHIL 0282T – East Asian Philosophy: China and Japan 
A study of major Chinese and Japanese philosophers, including 
Confucius, Lao Tzu/Chuang Tzu, Dogen, Nishida and Suzuki. A 
focus of the course will be the relation between human nature and 
nature. It is strongly recommended that students successfully 
complete PHIL 0101T or 0105T before enrolling in upper level 
Philosophy courses. 

PHIL  0337T  PHIL 0337T – Cyberethics  
A course which enables students to develop their own positions 
about the most important social and moral problems raised by 
computer use and technologies, including the fragmentation of 
society into computer “haves” and “have-nots,” Internet censorship, 
pornography, intellectual property rights, and software piracy. 
Prerequisite: 42 university credits or permission of the department.  

PHIL  1000T PHIL 1000T- Introduction to Philosophy: Knowledge and 
reality  (Formerly PHIL 0103T) 
An introduction to philosophy through a study of fundamental 
philosophical problems concerning the nature of reality, knowledge 
and the mind, as presented in contemporary writings and/or 
classical texts. Complements PHIL 1100T. Excludes PHIL 1001T 
(101), 1003T (103T). 

PHIL  1004T  PHIL 0104T – Informal Logic 
A half-year introduction to the study of arguments, as they occur in 
a variety of contexts. Emphasis will be placed on developing skills 
in recognizing, constructing, and critically evaluating arguments. 
Excludes PHIL 0105T.  

PHIL 1100T PHIL 1100T- Introduction to Philosophy: Moral and political 
An introduction to philosophy through a study of fundamental 
philosophical problems in moral and political philosophy, as 
presented in contemporary writings and/or classical texts. 
Complements PHIL 1004T (104T), 1005T (105), UNIV 1002T.  

PHIL 1200T PHIL 1200T  – Critical Thinking  
An introduction to basic principles of good reasoning and 
argumentation in everyday life and various academic disciplines. 
Topics include argument structure and evaluation, clarity of 
expression, common mistakes in reasoning, inductive and 
deductive reasoning, and formal logic. Excludes PHIL 1004T 
(0104T), 1005T (0105T)  
 

PHIL 2010T PHIL 2010T: Love and Desire 



An exploration of philosophical treatments of love and 
desire, in order to consider fundamental questions of 
human nature, happiness, and moral practices. Readings 
in classic and contemporary texts may include such 
topics as the nature of love, the relationship between 
what we value and what we desire, and the ethics 
of relationships. Prerequisite: 4.0 university credits or 
permission of department chair. 

PHIL 2020T PHIL 2020T - Philosophy of sport and recreation  
A philosophical study of sport and recreation. Topics include 
conceptual, ethical, political, and aesthetic perspectives on sports, 
games, play, and leisure. Specific attention will be paid to 
philosophical issues concerning human movement and physical 
activity, embodiment and the mind-body relationship, and well-
being and quality of life. Pre-requisite: Year 2 or higher or 
permission of department chair.  

PHIL 2150T PHIL 2150T – Philosophy of law 
A study of philosophical theories concerning the nature of law, 
legal systems, and legal reasoning.  
Prerequisite: 8.0 university credits or permission of department 
chair. Excludes PHIL 2032T.  

PHIL 2270T PHIL 2270T - Philosophy of mind  
An introduction to some of the central themes in philosophy of 
mind. Answers to ontological questions (what kinds of things are 
minds?) and epistemological questions (can we know that we and 
others have minds?) will be used to focus discussions concerning 
personal identity, responsibility for action, animals minds, and 
artificial intelligence. Prerequisite: Year 2 or higher or permission of 
department chair. Excludes PHIL 2770T (0277T) 

PHIL  2390T PHIL 2390T – Biomedical Ethics (Formerly PHIL 0239T)  
An examination of central issues in the field of biomedical ethics. 
Topics may include abortion; euthanasia and assisted suicide; 
stem cell research; genetics; reproductive technologies; scarce 
resources; research using human subjects. Prerequisite: 4.0 
university credits or permission of department chair. Excludes PHIL 
0234T,0239T 

PHIL  2410T PHIL 2410T– Symbolic Logic (Formerly PHIL 0240T) 
An introductory study of formal logical systems, together with their 
use in the analysis of various types of arguments. Prerequisites: 
4.0 university credits or permission of department chair. Excludes 
PHIL 0240T, PHIL 0240T.  

PHIL 2780T PHIL 2780T - Philosophy of science  
A philosophical examination of the construction and validation of 
scientific theories, models, and experiments with special emphasis 
on the question of whether science has a reliable claim to provide 



one objective truth about the material and human world on the 
basis of a uniquely rational form of inquiry. Prerequisite: 4.0 
university credits or permission of department chair. Excludes PHIL 
0278T.  

PHYSICS  

PHY  0150T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students  

PHYS 0150T – Introductory Astronomy: A non-mathematical 
treatment  
A general science course accessible to all students. Major topics 
include the night sky, telescopes, the solar system, stars, galaxies, 
and cosmology.  Emphasis will be placed on recent advances such 
as the discovery of extra-solar planets, the detection of black holes, 
and the origin and fate of the universe.  Not to be counted towards 
a major in Physics.    

PHY  1510T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students  

PHYS 1510T – Introductory Astronomy I (Formerly 1501T) 
A general course accessible to all students. Topics include sky 
phenomena, the history of astronomy, telescopes and detectors, 
and an exploration of the Solar System. Excludes PHYS 0150T 
and PHYS 0155T. Not to be counted towards a major in Physics.  

PHY  1520T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students  

PHYS 1520T – Introductory Astronomy II (Formerly 1502T) 
A general course accessible to all students. Major topics include 
stars, their properties, structure, and evolution, white dwarfs, novae 
and supernovae, netron stars, black holes, galaxies, and 
cosmology. Prerequisite: PHYS 1501T.  

POLITICAL STUDIES  

POSC  0100T  POSC 0100T – Government & Globalization  
A critical introduction to the main themes in the study of politics 
including democracy, justice, ideology, security, development, 
state-building and globalization. Course materials will focus on the 
global and North American contexts.  

POSC 0317T POSC 0317T –U.S. Politics 
A critical introduction to U.S. government and politics, situating 
political behavior within the larger context of political, economic and 
social power. We will cover the workings of the main political 
institutions (the presidency, Congress and the courts), elections, 
political parties, social movements, and the media. Recommended: 
POSC 0240T. 

PSYCHOLOGY  

PSYC  0102T  PSYC 0102T – Introductory Psychology I: Biological, Learning 
& Cognitive Perspectives  
A survey of some of the major areas of psychology, including its 
historical development and scientific methodology. Course content 
includes material on statistics, the biological bases of behaviour, 



sensory and perceptual processes, as well as a consideration of 
cognition and memory processes.  Excludes PSYC 0101T and 
1000U. 

PSYC  0103T  PSYC 0103T – Introductory Psychology II: Social and 
Personality Perspectives  
A survey of some of the major areas of psychology. Course content 
includes material on adult development, motivation and emotion, 
intelligence, personality, health psychology, psychological 
disorders and their treatment as well as consideration of many 
aspects of social psychology. Prerequisite: PSYC 0102T.  
Excludes PSYC 0101T and 1000U. 

PSYC  0202T  PSYC 0202T – Psychology of Language  
A survey of research and theory on psycholinguistics and the 
psychology of language. Topics covered include syntactic theory, 
the representation of meaning in language, the relation between 
cognition and language, language acquisition in children, individual 
differences in language use, bilingualism and language disorders. 
Prerequisite: C grade in (PSYC 0101T or PSYC 0103T) or C grade 
in each of PSYC 1000U and SSCI 2820U.  Excludes PSYC 0302T, 
0302T and 4952T. 

PSYC  0215T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

PSYC 0215T – Basic Research Methods and Statistics  
An introduction to methodological, statistical and computer 
techniques in psychological research and the application of these 
techniques to empirical research in the discipline. (For Psychology 
majors and joint-majors, this course fulfils the Mathematics 
requirement for the B.Sc.) Prerequisite: C grade in (PSYC 0101T 
or PSYC 0103T) or C grade in each of PSYC 1000U and SSCI 
2820U.  

PSYC  0222T  PSYC 0222T – Introduction to Physiological Psychology 
Basic neuroanatomy of the mammal with emphasis on the human 
nervous system. Examination of sensory and motor systems as 
well as the physiological mechanisms of behaviour, behaviour 
disorders and memory. Prerequisite: C grade in (PSYC 0101T or 
PSYC 0103T) or C grade in each of PSYC 1000U and SSCI 
2820U. Excludes PSYC 0221T.  

PSYC  0281T  PSYC 0281T – Child Development  
A survey course dealing with the theoretical and empirical research 
bases of child development and child psychology as a scientific 
discipline. Topics covered include theories of development, 
research methods, biological foundations, basic psychological 
processes in children, cognitive and intellectual development, 
social and emotional development, and family and peer influences 
on children’s behaviour. Prerequisite: C grade in (PSYC 0101T or 
PSYC 0103T) or C grade in each of PSYC 1000U and SSCI 
2820U.  Excludes PSYC 0280T. 



PSYC  0300T  PSYC 0300T – Psychology of Human Relationships  
An examination of the development, maintenance and breakdown 
of friendship and intimate relationships with emphasis upon 
individual differences in both quality and quantity of these 
relationships. Prerequisite: PSYC 0271T or PSYC 0272T.  

PSYC  0303T  PSYC 0303T – Emotion  
A survey of theory and research on human and animal emotion.  
Topics covered include the definition, measurement, evolution, 
development, control, physiology and neurology of emotions, as 
well as the connections between emotions, cognitions and 
consciousness. Prerequisite: PSYC 0225T or PSYC 0306T or 
PSYC 0351T.  Excludes PSYC 0396T. 

PSYC 0308T PSYC 0308T – Psychology of Education 
An examination of the history, research methodology, theories of 
learning, structure of intellect, and assessment procedures within 
the field of educational psychology. This course will focus on the 
current, and sometimes controversial, issues which are at the 
forefront of research on and discussions of the relationship 
between psychological principles and educational practice. 
Prerequisite: one Psychology 200-level credit other than PSYC 
0215T. Excludes PSYC 0301T. 

PSYC  0315T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students  

PSYC 0315T – Advanced Statistics and Research Design  
An intensive study of the application of statistical techniques to a 
variety of research questions and experimental designs. Focus is 
on the laws of probability, techniques of analysis of variance and 
covariance, correlation, regression and multivariate procedures. 
Prerequisite: PSYC 0215T with a C grade or higher.  

PSYC  0323T  PSYC 0323T – Applied Learning 
The application of principles of learning and motivation to practical 
situations including teaching, child rearing, public institutions and 
everyday life settings.  The two areas of concentration are: a) basic 
principles of learning, and b) their application.  Prerequisite: PSYC 
0227T.  Excludes PSYC 0320T.  

PSYC  0343T  PSYC 0343T – Health Psychology 
Examines current views on the interface between psychosocial 
processes and physical health, focusing on theory-based 
psychological research and the practice of health psychology. 
Topics include models of health and illness, research methods 
employed, the impact of chronic illness on psychological well-
being, and lifestyle and risk factors in various medical disorders. 
Prerequisite: PSYC 0215T and one other 200 level PSYC credit.  
Excludes PSYC 0353T and PSYC 0450T.  

PSYC  0352T  PSYC 0352T – Memory  
This course examines the processes and strategies underlying 
memory phenomena in humans, including their application to real-



world events. Topics considered include imagery; working memory; 
memory as a constructive process; emotion and memory; 
implicit/explicit memory; memory disorders; and abilities and 
memory. Prerequisite: PSYC 0215T and PSYC 0225T.  Excludes 
PSYC 0351T and PSYC 0306T. 

PSYC  0366T  PSYC 0366T – Sensation and Perception  
An intensive examination of how humans (and other species) 
perceive information presented to the senses. Topics include 
mechanisms of perception, detection, discrimination and pattern 
recognition. Psychophysical measurement, colour and spatial 
vision, hearing, taste, smell, and touch may be covered. 
Anatomical and physiological structures that support the senses 
are discussed. Prerequisite: PSYC 0215T and one of PSYC 
0202T, 0222T, 0225T and 0227T.  Excludes PSYC 0306T.  

PSYC  0372T  PSYC 0372T – Sleep and arousal 
A description of the states of sleep using electrophysiological, 
physiological and behavioural terms, exploration of the nature of 
normal sleep in various species, examination of the nature of sleep 
disorders, consideration of the various theories of the functions of 
sleep. Prerequisite: 0.5 credit from A2 category which is PSYC 
202H, 222H, 225H or 227H. 

PSYC 0376T 
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 
& Science 
students 

PSYC 0376T – Neuropsychology 
An examination of the relationship between brain function and 
psychological processes, drawing heavily from contemporary 
research involving humans and animals and describing the neural 
bases for such psychological processes as learning, memory, 
language and emotion. Special attention is given to behavioural 
abnormalities resulting from brain pathology. Prerequisite: PSYC 
0222T or 0221T or 0375T. 

PSYC  0384T  PSYC 0384T – Family Development  
This course will expose the student to current life-span 
developmental theory and research methodology in the area of 
family relationships. Topics to be covered include family-systems 
theory, attachment theory, Erikson’s psychosocial theory, 
developmental interaction in the child-rearing years, family life 
transitions, challenging issues of contemporary parenting. 
Prerequisite: PSYC 0280T or PSYC 0281T or PSYC 2010U.  

PSYC  0437T  PSYC 0437T – Advanced Topics in Personality, Social, 
Abnormal and Development  
Topic for 2008-2009: Personality, health and dreams theory, 
research and practice. This course will cover the theory and 
literature on various areas of personality, health and dreams. 
Students will explore the current research and methodologies. 
Practical applications will also be discussed in terms of therapy and 
clinical practice. Prerequisite: (PSYC 0315T or PSYC 0333T) and 



(PSYC 0383T or PSYC 0301T).  

PSYC  0438T  PSYC 0438T – Advanced Topics in Personality, Social, 
Abnormal and Development  
Topic for 2006–2007: A study of recent theory and research in the 
area of atypical language development. Topics include theoretical 
reviews of underlying mechanisms, impact on other areas of 
development, related and/or associated disorders, assessment, 
intervention and outcomes. Prerequisite: One of PSYC 0202T, 
0225T, 0307T, 0383T, 0315T or 0333T. At least one additional 
PSYC 300 level course.  

PSYC  0471T  PSYC 0471T – History of Psychology  
This course is designed to give students an overview of the 
historical and philosophical foundations of modern psychology, 
defined broadly as humanity’s attempts to understand itself. The 
course explores the development of the discipline from prehistory 
through the 21st century within a broader intellectual and cultural 
context. Prerequisite: 24 credits in Psychology.  

PSYC 0473T 
Course not 
available to 

Engineering, 
Science 
 & Social 
Science 
students 

PSYC 0473T – Qualitative Research and Analysis 
An introduction to theory, contemporary debates and practical 
strategies of qualitative research. Students will gain practical skills 
regarding the use of different analytical and presentation 
techniques. Qualitative research strategies discussed will include 
in-depth interviews, focus groups, interpretive ethnography, 
narrative analysis, discourse analysis, action and participatory 
research. Prerequisite: PSYC 0315T and four additional 
Psychology credits, or SOCI 0215T, SOCI 0316T or equivalent, 
and four additional Sociology credits. 

PSYC  1010T  PSYC 0101T – Introduction to Psychology (Web Course) 
(Formerly PSYC 0101T) 
A survey of the major areas of psychology, including its historical 
development, the methods of the science, biological and 
perceptual processes, altered states of consciousness, learning, 
memory, language development, intelligence, personality, 
abnormal behaviour and social determinants of behaviour. For 
information about web-based versions of this course contact the 
department. Excludes PSYC 1000U, 0102T and 0103T. 

PSYC 2010T PSYC 2010T –Thinking Critically About Psychology 
This course applies the principles of critical thinking to the field of 
psychology.  The importance of critical thinking in psychology will 
be highlighted, the major subdisciplines and methodology within 
psychology will be examined from a critical thinking perspective.  
Emphasis will also include how to read and write critically in 
psychology.  Prerequisites: C- of higher in PSYC 0101T or 0103T.  
PSYC 0215T is strongly recommended as a corequiste. 

PSYC  2300T  PSYC 2300T – Introductory Abnormal Psychology (Formerly 



PSYC 0240T) 
This course is designed to provide students with a background in 
theoretical, empirical, and conceptual issues central to the field of 
abnormal psychology, and to introduce students to contemporary 
diagnostic frameworks. Specific attention will be paid to the role of 
prevailing theoretical perspectives in the understanding, 
investigation, and treatment of psychopathology. Prerequisite: C 
grade in (PSYC 0101T or PSYC 0103T) or C grade in each of 
PSYC 1000U and SSCI 2820U.  Excludes PSYC 0340T.  

PSYC  2310T  PSYC 2310T – Introduction to Personality Theory (Formerly 
PSYC 0236T) 
A cross-section of personality theories and theorists will be 
examined: psychoanalytic, neopsychoanalytic, trait, 
phenomenological, behavioural and social-learning. Prerequisite: C 
grade in (PSYC 0101T or PSYC 0103T) or C grade in each of 
PSYC 1000U and SSCI 2820U.  

PSYC  2400T  PSYC 2400T – Introduction to Cognitive Psychology (Formerly 
PSYC 0225T)  
This course focuses on humans as processors of information. 
Topics include perception, attention, memory, knowledge, 
consciousness and reasoning. Prerequisite: C grade in (PSYC 
0101T or PSYC 0103T) or C grade in each of PSYC 1000U and 
SSCI 2820U.  

PSYC  2600T  PSYC 2600T – Introduction to Learning (Formerly PSYC 
0227T) 
An examination of the fundamental concepts of learning in humans 
and animals. Emphasis is placed on empirical methods of 
investigation. Applications to choice behaviour, self-control and 
education are included. Prerequisite: C grade in (PSYC 0101T or 
PSYC 0103T) or C grade in each of PSYC 1000U and SSCI 
2820U.  

PSYC  2700T  PSYC 2700T – Introduction to Social Psychology (Formerly 
PSYC 0272T) 
An examination of the foundations of social psychology including 
attribution processes, social cognition, attitudes, prejudice, 
attraction, aggression, helping behaviours, groups and conflict. 
Prerequisite: C grade in (PSYC 0101T or PSYC 0103T) or C grade 
in each of PSYC 1000U and SSCI 2820U. 

PSYC  3300T  PSYC 3300T – Advanced Abnormal Psychology (Formerly 
PSYC 0341T)  
This course is designed to explore in depth a cross-section of basic 
topics in abnormal psychology with emphasis upon specific 
diagnostic categories. Topics include anxiety, somatoform, mood, 
psychotic, and substance-related disorders. Clinical features, 
theoretical models of their development, maintenance, and 



treatment, and associated paradigms and findings will be 
addressed. Prerequisite: PSYC 0240T.  Excludes PSYC 0340T. 

PSYC  3510T  PSYC 3510T – Development of Adolescents and Young Adults 
(Formerly PSYC 0381T) 
This course is designed to examine developmental theory and 
research in the area of development of adolescents and young 
adults. Topics include different theoretical views of physical, 
cognitive, moral and identity development and developmental 
issues in the contexts of family, peers, school and work. 
Prerequisite: PSYC 0280T or 0281T. 

PSYC  3580T  PSYC 3580T – Development of Individuals with 
Exceptionalities (Formerly PSYC 0383T) 
This course is designed to examine developmental theory and 
research in the area of exceptional development. Topics include 
developmental difficulties for individuals with intellectual, vision or 
hearing impairments, individuals with physical disabilities and 
individuals with autism. Practical and theoretical implications of 
research will be emphasized. Prerequisite: PSYC 0280T or 0281T.  
Excludes PSYC 0382T.  

PSYC 3740T PSYC3740T – Psychology of Gender (Formerly PSYC 0304T)  
An examination of models of gender role orientation and the 
relationship of gender roles to social cognition and social 
behaviours with particular emphasis upon physical and mental well 
being.  Prerequisites: 24 University Credits including PSYC 2700T 
(0272T) or 0271T. Excludes PSYC 0304T 

SOCIOLOGY  

SOCI  0100T  SOCI 0100T – Introduction to Sociology  
An introduction to sociology's major thinkers, theories, methods 
and fields of research and how they are used to understand social 
life; from everyday interactions to the structures of global societies. 
Course materials focus on contemporary social issues by drawing 
on Canadian and comparative contexts.  Excludes SOCI 1000U 
and SSCI 1200U.  

SOCI  0210T  SOCI 0210T – Classical Sociological Theory  
An examination of the structure and scope of sociological 
theorizing. Conceptions of theory, method and object of 
investigation will be explored with regard mainly to Marx, Weber 
and Durkheim. Prerequisite: C grade in SOCI 0100T or (C grade in 
SOCI 1000U and C grade in SSCI 1200U).  

SOCI  0215T  
Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

& Social 
Science 

SOCI 0215T – Research Methods  
A project based introduction to the major research methods in 
sociological research. Prerequisite: C grade in SOCI 0100T or (C 
grade in SOCI 1000U and C grade in SSCI 1200U).  



students 

SOCI  0230T  SOCI 0230T – Self and Social Interaction  
This course examines the theoretical and methodological 
foundations of interactionist, microsociological, interpretive and 
sociological-psychological research. Applied areas critically 
investigate language and discourse, social time and public spaces, 
and the shaping of identity and subjective life in everyday contexts. 
Prerequisite: C grade or higher in SOCI 0100T.  

SOCI  0316T 
 Course not 
available to 

Engineering, 
Science, 
Business 
 & Social 
Science 
students 

SOCI 0316T – Statistics  
An introduction to basic statistics and their application in 
sociological research. Prerequisite: SOCI 0215T or 0221T. 
Excludes ECON 0220T, GEOG 0208T, MATH 0150T, PSYC 
0215T, PSYC 0315T and SOCI 0222T.  

SOCI 0334T SOCI 0334T – Sociology of Work 
The nature and meaning of paid work in North America. The effects 
of technological changes, the shift to a service economy and the 
changing gender composition of the labour force on managerial 
and employee strategies to control the workplace. Prerequisite: 
one credit in Sociology at the 200-level. 

SOCI  0341T  SOCI 0341T – Sociology of Education  
The development of formal education as a social institution, its 
social and political organization, schooling as a social process, the 
occupation of teaching, the relationship between education and 
social inequalities and current changes and challenges. The focus 
is on education in Canada with comparisons to other societies 
when appropriate. Prerequisite: SOCI 0210T or 0220T or 
permission of the instructor.  

SOCI  0347T  SOCI 0347T – Religion and Society 
This course investigates sociological reflections upon the functions 
of religions in various societies, the social organization of rituals 
and religious practices and the phenomenology of religious 
experiences. Studies will be drawn from a few of the major world 
religions. Prerequisite: 6 credits in SOCI and 24 university credits. 

SOCI  0363T  SOCI 0363T – Sociology of Health and Illness 
An analysis of health care systems. Topics include definitions of 
health and illness, medical technology and health professions, 
health care politics and policy and class and gender relations in 
health care delivery systems. Prerequisite: 6 credits in SOCI and 
24 university credits.  

SOCI 0370T SOCI 0370T –Families and Households 
This course examines the contributions of sociology to the analysis 



of different family forms and household types. Topics may include 
mate selection and couple formation, marriage and divorce, 
sexuality, the division of household labour, the social contexts of 
childbirth, and family violence. Prerequisite: 6 credits in SOCI and 
24 university credits. 

SOCI 0403T SOCI 0403T –Key Concepts in Contemporary Sociological 
Analysis 
The course focuses on celebrity culture as a manifestation of 
globalized capitalism and as a system of meanings that is 
supplanting traditional anchors for identity in the late modern 
culture.  Key concepts include postmodernity, globalization, 
discourse, semiotics, consumerism and lifestyle.  Prerequisite: 6 
credits in SOCI and 24 university credits, including SOCI 0210T 
and 0215T or permission of the instructor. 

SOCI 0427T SOCI 0427T – Sociology of Law 
This course examines law and society using classical and 
contemporary socio-legal theory, focusing on the form of law, the 
practice of law, and law as a strategy for social change. Possible 
topics: Aboriginal peoples and the law, immigration law, human 
rights legislation, poverty and labour law, family law and youth 
justice.  Prerequisite: 6 credits in SOCI and 24 university credits. 

SOCI 0431T SOCI 0431T – Studies in Sociology of Everyday Life 
The course explored theoretical, methodological and applied 
approaches to the sociology of everyday life and the establishment 
of social order through social interaction, relations of power, 
symbolic and ecological environments and comparative social 
worlds. This year the course examines the specific topic of the 
sociology of food and its productive, consumer, spatial and public 
contexts. Prerequisite: 6 credits in SOCI, including SOCI 0316T or 
equivalent or permission of the instructor, and 24 university credits. 

SOCI  0435T  SOCI 0435T – Sociology of the Automobile 
Through the medium of the automobile and its role in our daily 
lives, culture, economy and society of North Americans, this course 
will explore sociological issues such as social order, risk, trust, 
power, status, class, sexuality and gender, deviance, and the life 
course. The sociology of the automobile is an emerging area 
whose study requires sociological imagination and ingenuity.  
Prerequisite: 6 credits in SOCI and 24 university credits. 

SOCI 0441T SOCI 0441T – The Sociology of Culture and Knowledge 
This year the course explores sociological theories of “the risk 
society” and risk-management governance in cases of 
technological accidents, social panics, health epidemics, virtual 
pathogens and genetic diseases. Critical inquiry highlights the 
sociology of life itself as a field of investigation.  Prerequisite: 6 
credits in SOCI and 24 university credits. 



SOCI 0442T SOCI 0442T – Aging and the Life course 
The course explores the theories, research methods and 
professional development of social gerontology and critical 
perspectives on aging and old age. Topics include population 
aging, anti-aging consumerism, care giving and social support, 
retirement, intergenerational relations and end-of-life ethics.  
Prerequisite: 6 credits in SOCI and 24 university credits. 

SOCI  0445T  SOCI 0445T – The Media and Communications in Canada 
This course examines the history and political economy of the 
media industries, including publishing, film, radio, television and 
newer communication technologies. Special topics include media 
ownership and control, the process of televisual information 
production, and the dynamics of media reception.  Prerequisite: 6 
credits in SOCI and 24 university credits. 

SOCI  0451T  SOCI 0451T – Sociology of Sport and Leisure 
This course critically examines cultural and economic relations in 
sport and leisure. Topics include outdoor recreation, spectator 
sport, informal play and tourism. Topics will be explored from both 
contemporary and historical perspectives with emphasis on the 
dynamics of power and identity.  Prerequisite: 6 credits in SOCI 
and 24 university credits. 

SOCI 0461T SOCI 0461T –Advanced Studies in the Sociology of Gender 
This course examines intersections of gender with race, ethnicity, 
sexuality and citizenship, and challenges universal theories of 
gender identity and inequalities.  The critical focus is based on 
postmodern, black and lesbian feminisms and masculinities theory.  
Prerequisite: 6 credits in SOCI and 24 university credits, one of 
which must be SOCI 0343T or 0344T or permission of the 
instructor. 

SOCI 0462T SOCI 0462T –Studies in Social Policy 
An in-depth study and analysis of aspects of contemporary social 
policy in Canada, with particular attention to their relation to class, 
gender and ethnic/racial inequalities. Policy areas to be 
investigated may include: family, pay and employment equity, 
social welfare, health, criminal justice and housing.  Prerequisite: 6 
credits in SOCI and 24 university credits, including SOCI 0210T 
and 0215T or permission of the instructor. 

WOMEN'S STUDIES  

WMST 0213T WMST 0213T – Women and Health (Formerly WMST 0212T) 
This course addresses issues of importance to women as 
recipients and providers of health care and as subjects of health 
research. Students are introduced to various models of health and 
illness, and to the origins and theoretical underpinnings of women’s 
health movements in Canadian and global contexts. Prerequisite: 
WMST 0100T. 



WMST  0300T  WMST 0300T – Feminist Critical Thought 
An examination of the development of feminist theory through 
classic texts and the debates those texts have inspired. The course 
focuses on key debates in Marxism and socialist feminism, radical 
feminism, postmodernism, identity politics and transnational 
feminism. Prerequisite: WMST 0201T or permission of the 
instructor.  

WMST 0315T WMST 0315T – Women, Health and Environments 
This course examines feminist engagements, in theory and 
practice, with environmental movements and environmental health 
issues, primarily in Canada and the U.S. Topics include 
ecofeminism and environmental justice movements, environmental 
links to breast cancer and to reproductive health, home hazards, 
green consumerism, and gendered food politics. Prerequisite: At 
least one 200-level credit in Women’s Studies, Canadian Studies, 
or Environmental Resource Studies, or with permission of the 
instructor. Excludes WMST 0397T. 

WMST  0399T  WMST 0399T – Gender, Race & Difference  
This course investigates the difference that differences make. How 
do feminists understand the making of gender, race and other 
social differences? In this course, we consider ways that anti-racist 
feminists in Canada articulate issues of social difference. The 
course will explore diverse feminist traditions which develop 
concepts of social difference through dialogue with other social 
movements. Prerequisite: WMST 0100T or permission of the 
instructor.  

WMST  1000T  WMST 0100T – Introduction to Women's Studies  
An interdisciplinary introduction to Women's Studies. The course 
explores the intersections of gender, race, class and sexuality in 
the construction of gender relations, historical and contemporary 
feminist movements, as well as selected feminist issues such as 
the body, violence, poverty and cultural production.  

WMST 3860T WMST 0386T –Gender, Race & Class 
An examination of critical scholarship analyzing power relations 
and women’s lived experiences through the intersections of 
gender, race, ethnicity, and class relations; and the maintenance of 
social and economic hierarchies in Canadian and international 
contexts. Prerequisite: WMST 0100T or SOCI 0100T or permission 
of the instructor. Excludes WMST 0286T and 0287T. 

WMST 3962T WMST 3962T –Women and the Law 
This course introduces students to key issues, theories, and 
debates concerning women, feminism, and the law, primarily in 
Canada.  Approaching law as a site of regulation and constraint as 
well as a tool for feminist practice, the course examines issues 
such as family, sexuality, violence, pornography, prostitution, 



poverty, employment, and immigration. Prerequisite: WMST 0100T 
or permission of the instructor. Excludes WMST 0237T. 

WRITING COURSES  

WRIT  1001T 
 Course not 
available to 
Engineering 

students 

WRIT 1001T – Writing Course  
This intensive course is designed to develop the necessary skills 
required for writing at the university level in the social, natural and 
applied sciences. Academic writing is the primary focus of the 
course, and through a variety of workshop exercises and 
assignments, students will have the opportunity to learn and 
practice the various elements of essay writing. More specifically, 
the course will enable students to develop proficiency in language 
structures and to practice expository writing across various 
disciplines. Topics covered include grammar, writing processes; 
essay and report organization; writer's purpose, audience, and 
tone; research skills; and critical thinking.  

 

 


